America has a representational form of government. American citizens generally vote for those they feel will speak for them. If you are Black, Hispanic, Jewish, Asian or any other kind of minority or non-White you have groups which are willing to speak for your particular demographic. Many of these groups are courted by representatives in Washington. Yet any group speaking for the interests of Whites is ignored by politicians.

Why are Whites the silenced majority?

Why are the interests of Whites put on the back-burner, while politicians trip over one another to cater to non-White interest groups?

Where are the groups which are able to speak on behalf of Americans of European ancestry?

**As White people, the Nationalist Coalition speaks for you**

**Join with us, and help to make our voice even stronger!**

Nationalist Coalition
PO Box 7732  St. Petersburg, FL 33734
1 (877) NCOAL-44

Visit us on the web
www.ncoal.com